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SAF is a key strategic measure for the aviation industry to significantly reduce its carbon
footprint and meet its targets
CO2 reduction options for aviation 2005-2050

Implications

CO2 emissions

No-action

 Efficiency improvements will achieve carbon
intensity benefits of ±1.5% per year and are
not sufficient to offset the industry and
corresponding emissions growth of 5%

Efficiency improvements

 The aviation industry (ICAO) has committed
to ambitious sustainability targets:
 Carbon-neutral growth from 2020
 50% reduction in 2050 compared to
2005 levels

Sustainable fuels and new
technologies
Carbon-neutral
growth from 2020
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CO2 reduction through efficiency improvements in
technology, operations and infrastructure

No action trajectory

CO2 reduction through new technologies and
sustainable fuels

Net emission trajectory
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 The aviation industry is predicted to grow 5%
per year for the foreseeable future, under
increasing pressure to counteract negative
impacts (emissions, noise etc...)

2050

50% reduction
by 2050

 To achieve these sustainability targets, there
is a large dependency on sustainable fuels as
alternatives (i.e. electrification, hydrogen) are
not commercially available on a large scale in
the coming decades

In recent years we have seen a shift from single flights to continuous initiatives which are
scaling up the supply chain
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Alternative fuel activities rapidly rose
from 11 in 2009 to more than 300 in
2011. To date, well over 30 airlines have
performed flights on SAF.

Single
(commercial) test
flights
KLM performed the first
commercial flight on SAF

Series of
commercial
flights

Virgin Atlantic was the
first commercial airline to
perform a SAF test flight

KLM launches the first series of
intercontinental flights on SAF
Lufthansa was the first
airline to perform a series
(1187) of commercial
flights on SAF

Multiple initiatives have been
launched to setup SAF
production capacity with airline
off-take contracts

Supply chain
initiatives
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Challenges | Together, we can and need to overcome challenges now to grow the market
for SAF and reach climate goals
✓

PRICE
There is still a significant premium over
conventional jet fuel

✓

POLICY
Stable, effective and supportive policies
are still lacking

✓

SAF premium over conventional jet fuel

SUPPLY
Scale is needed to create economies of scale

and further reduce the premium
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The price premium
has reduced
drastically since the
1st flight in 2009.

2018

July Time

The KLM Corporate BioFuel Programme was launched in 2012, to increase demand and
bridge the price gap

▪

Partners in the KLM Corporate BioFuel
Programme pay a surcharge that covers the

difference in cost between biofuel and
traditional kerosene. In so doing, they confirm
their leadership and actively contribute to
making air transport more sustainable.

▪

In return for their investments, companies
significantly reduce their carbon emissions from
business travel.
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SAF is still a nascent market but we expect an increase in production capacity and airlines
have committed to significant off-takes
Production capacity
Currently there is only 1 production facility of
SAF. This facility is located in Los Angeles and is
operated by World Energy.

In recent years, multiple projects have been
announced which aim to establish a dedicated or
partial SAF production capacity and multiple
airlines have committed to long-term SAF offtake contracts.

Dedicated biojet
production
▪ Produced from waste
oils and fats
▪ Annual production:
15k ton SAF

Capacity development

Future

Current

SkyNRG/World Energy
– daily flight from LAX
to Amsterdam

World Energy/Fulcrum –
regular flights from LAX on
World Energy Fuels and
involved in Fulcrum project

SkyNRG (DSL-01) – the 1st
dedicated SAF production
facility, with a KLM off-take
contract for 75k ton for 10
years
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Fulcrum – a waste-based
Fischer-Tropsch initiative
backed by strategic
stakeholders. Cathay signed
off take for 10 year period

Neste – Neste will provide
SAF to Lufthansa and
JetBlue from its facility in
Finland.

Gevo – 5
year off-take
signed for
28k ton
starting in
2023

DSL-01
Good news: the first dedicated SAF facility in the
world is on its way!
“DSL-01” will produce 100k ton RSB certified
sustainable aviation fuel per year and bring a carbon
reduction of at least 85%.

DSL-01
DSL-01 will be the first dedicated production facility of
sustainable aviation fuels in Europe.

THE PROJECT

• Together with partners KLM, SHV Energy and Schiphol
Airport, SkyNRG is developing the first dedicated SAF
production plant in Europe, DSL-01.

✓ Location: Delfzijl, The Netherlands
✓ SAF volume: 100 kton per year
✓ CO2 reduction: 85%
✓ Start production: 2023-2024

• The production facility will be located in Groningen, The
Netherlands, and is expected to produce the first fuels in
2023-2024.
• DSL-01 will produce 100k tons of RSB certified sustainable
aviation fuels per year, based on regionally sourced waste
oils (e.g. used cooking oil)
• KLM has committed itself for a 10-year period to purchase
of 75k tons a year of this facility

• In combination with the use of green hydrogen we will
achieve a carbon reduction of 85%.

